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Createspace, United States, 2014. Paperback. Book Condition: New. 229 x 152 mm. Language:
English . Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****.From the preface: To that numerous, to that
all indeed but universal, class of politicians, who at present praise every thing that is Polish, and
decry every thing that is Muscovite, who with one voice predict the inevitable if not speedy triumph
of the Poles, his wish to do justice to the Russians may be construed into approbation of their
cause. He protests against such an interpretation of his feelings. If he has a prejudice for either
party it is for the weaker. While he expresses his impression that, unless some extraordinary
circumstance intervene, the Poles, almost superhuman as is their valour, must eventually fall, he
deeply and sincerely laments the probability of that catastrophe. He cannot, however, shut his eyes
to the force of facts: he cannot be made to believe that the contest is to be conducted on equal
terms: he cannot but see that great physical superiority and immense resources are on the side of
Russia: he cannot therefore join in the general anticipation as to the result. Popular opinion is as
contagious as it...
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If you need to adding benefit, a must buy book. This really is for all who statte that there had not been a well worth reading. It is extremely di icult to leave
it before concluding, once you begin to read the book.
-- Claud Bernhard-- Claud Bernhard

It is an remarkable pdf which i have ever go through. Of course, it can be play, nonetheless an interesting and amazing literature. I realized this pdf from
my dad and i suggested this book to discover.
-- Dr. Gerda Bergnaum-- Dr. Gerda Bergnaum
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